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ABSTRACT
The natural landscape is a depository of natural processes at work--water flows and erodes earth;
winds blow and deposit sands. The earth's surface reveals former and current environmental forces,
many of which take millennia to construct. Many times, however, human development interrupts
these complex interactions between earth forces. Current development for the most part is com-
pletely blind to natural processes, which in the long term often creates exponential complications for
the environment and human settlements. This thesis seeks to reveal natural processes at work in
the environment through infrastructure elements and architectural form. As increasing pressure is
placed upon undeveloped tracts of land in our rural communities,development proposals that work in
conjunction with and not against natural processes becomes increasingly salient. Such development
offers intriguing and challenging design opportunities in the context of finding a pragmatic middle
ground between economically viable developement and utopian ideals of environmental manage-
ment. This thesis is a point of departure that programmatically seeks to offer a symbiotic relation-
ship between seemingly desparate activities, specifically a Wal-Mart development and a department
of natural resources complex. Issues of stormwater management and quality are explored through
a water management system in a proposed commercial/retail development for the Wal-Mart corpo-
ration. A Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources administration office, water quality manage-
ment research facility and an intersecting bike/recreation trail serve to elucidate the pedagogy
influencing the direction of this investigation.
Thesis Advisor: Ann Pendleton-Jullian
Associate Professor of Architecture, MIT
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"We sit before nature lke a chi/d in the theatre before the colourful but closed curtain. The child admires
it, the picture and colours, and thinks that is all; that is why it came here. We never see the reality
behind the curtain. We assume that we are discoverng it through a measured reality, through data,
indicators, assumptions, axioms, theorems, laws and hypotheses. It is precisely in this that our arro-
gance is expressed; in surveying and measuring. Laws, of whatever kind, are the most recent mythol-
ogy that man has placed upon himself and nature. Human legislature sets itself against nature's legis-
lature. The so-called law of nature means a law-ordering of the world, of civilization, in the moral and
theological sense." Helmut Eisendle
Introduction 9
"Infrastructure, the great constructed pattern ofgrids, channels, pipes and
networks that course across the land, set the underlying circumstance of our daly lives.
Landscape, too, is a constructed pattern, a way of seeing the context in which we live."
Donlyn Lyndon
Landscape paintings, whether majestically
wrought with towering storms over mighty land-
forms or delicately inscribed with mythic figures
prancing through the meadows in a pastoral
dream, have become part of the mental struc-
ture through which we process our perceptions.
Other media, like that of Martha Stewart, the
Worldwide Web or television improvement shows,
similarly beckon us towards differing visions of
our relations to each other and nature through
their romantic portrayals of house, yard, and
nature. We need to keep alert, therefore, to the
implications of structured perceptions. We need
to be cautious, lest they lead us too easily along
paths that no longer inform about our real cir-
cumstances. It is prudent to force ourselves
periodically to step aside to wonder whether the
patterns of image and thought with which we
surround ourselves serve to enlighten or to ob-
scure, whether they fashion effective ways of
viewing the world or deflect our attention away
from things that should be carefully considered
(Lyndon 3). Landscape, whether experienced
through images or along highways and wander-
ing paths, or as forms inscribed in the earth, has
remained until recently, the medium through
10 which we most readily imagine the workings of
nature. We were observing at a distance, objec-
tifying the landscape without interacting with it.
Growth and decay, transformation and disrup-
tion, the fusion of materials into new forms, have
rendered picturesque and palatable, the balanced
shapes and colors cultivated for appreciation, the
product of "designers". Despite the large pro-
portion of human cultivation and construction that
underlies most landscape scenes, man-made
works in the landscape have generally been imag-
ined to be set in opposition to landscape or seen
as somehow correcting it.
Conversely, the infrastructure that has
been built upon the land to make it habitable for
communities has been separately conceived: lines
drawn across a map, then towering construc-
tions that string power from here to far away
there, structures that gather and control the flow
of rivers and channels that transport objects and
people, subjecting them to defined purpose and
the demands of the market. Whereas "nature"
has been rendered as fecund, dynamic and infi-
nitely varied, infrastructure has been cast in the
mode of single-minded determination, drawn out
through the structure of engineering; pipelines,
canals, dams arcing across valleys, freeway chan-
nels and wires propped above the land. Lines
have been the medium of control. (See figures
on opposite page.)
Gradually we are coming to see these
linearly conceived structures dissolve into inter-
active ecologies or multiply into networks that
behave in a different way, dispersing and com-
bining rather than collecting and separating en-
ergies, movements, resources and information.
In this thesis project, I explore some of the di-
verse implications of looking to landscape and
infrastructure as interwoven and reciprocal con-
cepts. The design ideas included here, multi-
plied and extended, can lead to the forming of
cities, systems and interventions that more aptly
represent the conditions in which our lives take
place. Frameworks for development respond to
the present and continuing contemporary devel-
opment ideas that isolate the act of building into
dicreet compartments with no relation to exist-
ing or future interventions The act of revealing
the interaction between landscape and infrastruc-
ture exposes our values and psychological con-
struction, which I posit, has been that of an ar-
rogant and self-serving being.
1 2
Fig. 1 Mullet River dam, Plymouth, WI.
Fig. 2 Powerlines along Mullet River, Plymouth, WI.
Fig. 3 Eureka Springs, Carroll County, AZ, 1996.
Toshio Shibata
12 Considering Landscape
In opposition to romantic and picturesque ideol-
ogy, which tempts the imagination with a sense
of mystery and awe, modernism looks to scruti-
nize underlying systems of truth and order. The
open and light structures embraced by modern-
ism stand in contrast to the dark and hidden pas-
sages of Gothic architecture, which was so em-
braced by the English romantics. Le Corbusier's
idea of creating "a single invisible space" or Vidler's
metaphor for modernist ideology as the "glass
house of the soul" broke open separations be-
tween inside and outside, nature and culture, the
private and the public, the conscious and the sub-
conscious. These breaks brought forth ideas that
challenged entrenched ideas about what should
be hidden. The modernist exploration of trans-
parency crossed art forms. Cubist paintings flat-
tened perspective and dissolved lines between
images; Brechtian theatre woke the audience from
unconsciously entering a state of fiction by calling
attention to the actors as actors and the audience
as audience. All of the arts engaged in a more
conscious use of their medium, so that painting
would be about painting, theater about theater,
buildings about buildings, and landscape about
landscape (Potteiger 145).
The medium itself is what is made transparent in
the modernist landscape: the drainage patterns,
plant ecology, erosion, geologic formation, and
other natural processes as well as the man-made
infrastructures controlling water, energy and waste
that are often kept out of sight. There exists a
current body of work in ecological circles that seeks
to reveal fundamental engineering systems in the
natural landscape. Projects seek to reveal drain-
age pattems, such as the Berkeley Streams Project
in California; they seek to reveal water use, such
as Pottenger's water tunnel #3 in New York City;
or they seek to reveal energy systems, such as
Strang's proposals to for steam temples. These
projects seek to bridge relations between culture
and nature in their attempts to demystify the gritty,
everyday workings and operations of life. Much
like the aqueduct projects of the Romans, with
their conspicuous arched forms to carry water and
structures to mark a terminus in the city, these
designers bridge a divide between raw utility and
an aesthetic. Additionally, these projects seek to
demystify romantic notions of nature and chal-
lenge the clean images that dominate the land-
scapes of early modernism (Potteiger 146).
Modernist and postmodernist designers rework
Fig. 4
Fig. 5
above: Gary Strang's steam temple,
New York, NY.
below: Strawberry Creek, Berkeley,
CA.
14 themes of the picturesque by revealing nature
not as a captured spectacle but as a dynamic evolv-
ing process, which is in stark contradiction to pic-
turesque movement that was interested in selec-
tively revealing the power and beauty in nature.
The modernists make the slow and invisible pro-
cesses of nature apparent. Exposing the under-
lying structure of building or natural systems or
making transparent what was once concealed is
connected with the idea of integrating nature and
culture and making people more aware of their
actions and their use of resources. What is in
sight will become in mind (Potteiger 146).
The infrastructure/nature connection
The connection between city and nature is often
made by the human interventions of infrastruc-
ture. The manner in which we lay this framework
for the support of our daily lives-water move-
ment, energy and waste removal-can leave a
disjointed gap in our environment, or it can in-
tensify and enrich a community landscape of public
and private space. Traditionally, the landscapes
that supported human life were built and main-
tained with great reverence: the Roman aqueducts
or the canals of Venice. In contemporary culture,
however, infrastructure elements are replaced with
centrally controlled systems that harvest and dis-
tribute the necessary elements to sustain life.
Extensive pipe networks convey potable water, elec-
tricity is delivered via roadways of buzzing and
humming towers and sewage is relegated to the
lower depths of the earth to be filtered and sani-
tized. The architecture of the city has developed
into a complex mechanism that extends deep be-
yond the earth's surface to a realm that is off limits
to the contemporary observer. Infrastructure sys-
tems by their shear size, ubiquity and difficulty to
hide are cohabitants in our everyday landscape
and thus an essential visual component in our cit-
ies. And on account of the responsibility for their
design falling on many different disciplines-engi-
neering, architecture, agriculture, city planning,
landscape architecture-the potential for these in-
terventions to perform additional functions to shape
architectural and urban form is largely unrealized.
Architecture of infrastructure has an inherent spa-
tial and functional order that can serve as the raw
material of architectural design or establish a local
identity in relation with natural topography and
landscape. Infrastructure can have a tangible re-
lationship to a place. Designs can be achieved
that have a formal clarity that expresses
infrastructure's importance to society, while at the
same time creating new layers of urban landmarks,
spaces and connections.
Infrastructure and Landscape
Cultural historian Leo Marx wrote The Mach/ne /n
the Garden in 1964 to explore the inherent con-
tradiction in the American ideology of space. Marx
asserted that free economic competition and tech-
nological progress were valued equally in the tra-
dition of landscape pastoralism. Thus, Marx
claimed, in our landscape the machine is accom-
modated in the garden. (Strang 10). However,
today it is fair to say that the machine is not so
much in the garden as it is indistinguishable from
the garden. The two are inexorably intertwined
in our contemporary period. The tale of the Los
Angles River illustrates this idea of machine and
garden very clearly.
Even though California has been largely trans-
formed into a large catchment basin where water
Fig. 6 The Mostra d'Aqua in Rome marks
the terminus of the ancient aque
dLuCt.
16 flow is monitored from Mount Shasta to the Mexi-
can border, it was originally a landscape of flash
floods and frequent, persistent drought. There-
fore, most of California's rivers have been removed
their original beds and flow directly into water treat-
ment plants and irrigation canals that constitute
the only visible, architectural components of a
system that interfaces with every community
space in the state. In Los Angeles, the structure
of the Los Angeles River has been rendered indis-
tinguishable from the residential and urban struc-
ture of the city. The riverbed may be more well-
known for its movie appearances in title likes
"Grease" and "Terminator Two" than for its quali-
ties as a natural occurring process in the land-
scape. Ironically, proposals have been put forth
to use the riverbed to carry a carpool lane in the
dry season.
In order to reclaim the term "Los Angeles River
basin", one would need to know that Los Angeles
has close to 470 miles of concrete-lined channels
in place to tame the flash flooding problems.
Currently, the river is no more than a huge storm
drain that carries rainwater from the Santa Monica
and San Gabriel Mountains to the Pacific Ocean
on a journey that does not allow much of the wa-
ter to ever touch any soil. Increased runoff has
overloaded the system as more areas of the re-
gion are paved with roads and parking lots, not to
mention the proliferation of tiled roofs in the resi-
dential areas. The land has lost its capacity to
absorb water and allow the natural hydrolic cycle
to function properly (Strang 10).
While the architecture of water systems provides
the most easily understood opportunities for ar-
chitects, there are corollaries for steam, natural
gas, electricity, sewage, oil and telecommunica-
tions. Each of these delivery systems constitutes
a network as complex as the Los Angeles River
system and each has the unrealized potential to
perform multiple uses in the urban fabric. Yet
despite our cultures reliance on the constructed
landscape of infrastructure, the response to such
constructions and interruptions has been one of
extreme denial and irreverence. The task given
to designers of such structures has been to hide
or screen them through cosmetically mitigating
infrastructures in order to maintain the appear-
ance of an untouched and unspoiled landscape of
earlier eras. Such designs are rarely asked to
consider infrastructure as a design opportunity
that is a basic component of urban and regional
form.
The social critic Lewis Mumford stated as early as
1924 his distaste for modern architects romanti-
cizing new technologies while ignoring the poten-
tial to make compelling and pertinent architec-
ture for the urban fabric from prosaic elements
such as water towers and subways. Mumford at-
tacked the City Beautiful movement for hiding
significant social and structural developments of
the time. He said that ornamentation was equiva-
lent to "the icing on a birthday cake" that "de-
tracts from the realism needed for the colossal
task of the renovation of the city" (Mumford 45).
Today we are still falling into the same problem as
sited by Mumford. We are still masking our infra-
structure beyond need or practicality so that the
task of maintenance and renovation is escalated
beyond comprehension.
Infrastructure, Architecture and Land-
scape
There are opportunities imbedded in the utilitar-
ian intrusions we have become accustomed to
seeing everyday. In the defaced and retrofitted
buildings, in the erasure of nature, in the hidden
systems below the earth's surface, there exist the
chance to generate meaningful new architecture,
urban and regional forms by integrating the works
of the estranged disciplines or architecture, civil
and structural engineering, landscape architec-
ture and biology. In an examination of pre-indus-
trial cities there is proof that some of the most
moving and inspiring landscapes were nothing
more than irrigation, domestic water supply, sani-
tary sewer and flood control systems of the time.
These landscapes allowed nature to be revealed
in the urban setting so that the connection of the
inhabitants to the systems was not obfuscated.
For example, the technology of a pre-industrial
urban fountain necessitated a legible connection
to the area's watershed. In tiny Inca villages, the
man-made fountain was the basic ordering sys-
tem for the town. Agricultural terraces took their
form from a bowl in the topography while and
elaborate stair and fountain connected a temple
at the top with a compact cluster of houses and
storage buildings below. The fountain intercepted
the flow of the drainage beyond with a series of
stepping water basins, whose volume could be
retained or released depending on the seasonal
Fig. 7 Gibson Dam, Lewis and Clark County,
NT 19% Tohi Shiata. Shita's limageJs
nte laUn beotwveen infristruc-
flow. The logic of the watershed was evident within
the context of the city.
In contemporary American cities, the hyrdology
of the place has been largely ignored, as drainage
systems have been forced underground unnec-
essarily or channelized with concrete. Such acts
erase the visual and spatial logic of the region. A
region's hydrology should be part of the armature
of the urban form such that water treatment plants
become designed to accommodate visitors to show
appropriate site design and water use. Sewage
plants of this type could be a magnificent source
of nutrients, which could be collected and ex-
pressed in landscapes that would rival the great
gardens of the Renaissance. By making these
significant sources, processing areas and transi-
tion points a part of our collective memory, mak-
ing them legible in the landscape would posit them
as an alternative system of urban and regional
landmarks to replace those that glorify the transi-
tory economic prowess of individuals and compa-
nies.
In the earlier part of the century architects were
more optimistic about expressing infrastructure,
buildings or highways as legitimate components
of a larger system. The fact that Frank Llyod
Wright was raised on a farm and trained as an
engineer could be seen in his uncommon under-
standing of structure and nature. Wright's Taliesin
West is sited adjacent to a seasonal desert wash
that provided a full range of sands and gravel for
his masonry and supplies water for domestic use
and fire fighting. Russian constructivist Iakov
Tchernickov developed a language base on the
new spatial possibilities of technological expan-
sion. He produced exuberant architectural com-
positions from building types we have regretfully
given up on, such as electrical towers, industries
and factories. More important are developments
in architecture and structural engineering, which
are being remarried after a 100 year divorce-a
movement that predicts the corresponding and
much needed reconciliation between landscape
architecture and civil engineering. Renzo Piano
and Ove Arup engineers have begun to overcome
the barriers to developing integrated architectural
systems by combining technological developments
with the organic principles of nature. Says Piano,
"at the beginning of the century technology was
really an adversary to nature. But today you can
see that technology and nature are not so far apart"
(Strang 15).
Acknowledging the reward for appropriating in-
frastructure as landscape offers immediate and
realistic advantage. The amount of funding for
parks, open space and buildings will never be ex-
ceeded by the budgets that are available for large
public works projects and the renovation of public
infrastructure. The large budgets these projects
demand can be used for the production of urban
t
Fig. 8 Railway lines cutting through Ply-
mouth, WI.
designs that simultaneously solve utilitarian prob-
lems and help repair cities and regional landscapes
at a scale not dreamed of since the days of the
great dams. Nevertheless, we must learn to in-
tervene in the natural environment in a way that
facilitates natural processes instead of disrupting
them. Likewise, the total management of nature
is a dream that fades with the occurrence of every
20 Kobe earthquake and Mississippi flood; therefore,
there is a dire need for an architectural method
that exploits the unignorable union between na-
ture and technology and that provides an oppor-
tunity for new spatial and visual possibilities. Na-
ture and infrastructure, working together, must
both be allowed to express themselves as a major
determinant of urban and regional form.

22 Contemplating Landscape
earth - sky - water
Landscape is an attractive, important and am-
biguous term. It is attractive since it may bring
to mind some pleasant prospect: a piece of the
countryside, the particular setting of some memo-
rable place; it has an earthy, out-of-doors conno-
tation, it may remind us of environmental or
ecological matters; it may suggest special atten-
tion to the design and care of our surroundings,
or the depiction and interpretation of interesting
scenes; to some it may even regarded as a way
of viewing man as well as of admiring nature.
The following sketches was my attempt to tease
out some of my ideas surrounding landscape as
they relate to specific portions and characteris-
tics of it; namely, that of earth, sky and water.
These three compontents of landscape form the
basis of understanding what a landscape is and
how it acts. There is a strong "natural" undercur-
rent in these drawings, and it is my bias. For
some, landscape may carry stronger ideas relat-
ing to technical terms and defininations. For oth-
ers, landscape may relate to scenery , the envi-
ronment, a place, cultural values or geography
and regions of a city or rural area. No one single
idea encapsulates the ideas embedded in a land-
scape and what it is.
I do relate landscape to ideas of process and the
human body; a landscape, to me, is an entity
that does have its own mood, life, and personal-
ity. Landcape is a marker of time, since it is
through the passage of time that landscape re-
veals earth's forces. Landscape is temporal; it
has a past, a present and projects a future to the
observer. The intent of the sketches is not to
prescribe any exact form of landscape; rather, its
intent is to explore possibilities and to invite oth-
ers to do the same. It is an immense realm that
needs many kinds of explorers. Any landscape is
so dense with evidence and so complex and cryp-
tic that we can never be assured that we have
read it all or read it aright. The landscape lies all
around us, ever accessible and inexhaustible.
Anyone can look, but we all need help to see that
it is at once a panorama, a composition, a palimp-
sest, a microcosm; that in every prospect there
can be more and more that meets the eye.
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26 A Landscape of Natural Processes
Plymouth, Wsconsln
Wisconsin's leading terrain feature-the remains
of the Great Wisconsin Glacier-influenced the
state's frontier history. It deeply affected the
economy of forest and farmland. It molded the
character of the people. Today, the remains of
the Wisconsin Glacier-its moraines, kettles,
kames, eskers, and drumlins-are what we inherit
as the gently rolling hills of the Wisconsin
countryside. It was the Wisconsin Glacier that
deposited the fertile soil upon which Wisconsin's
settlers logged their trees and grew their crops.
In the north, glacially pulverized granite bedrock
was hospitable to pines trees; in central Wisconsin,
ground sandstone welcomed potatoes; in the
southwest, ground limestone made loam well
suited to grains and hardwoods. After the glaciers
receded, dust storms brought loess, a fine silt,
from the Mississippi River, which further enriched
the soil (Reuss 22) Over the passing millennia
the recession of the ice sheets left water gouged
rivers to carve out the surface of the earth. The
natural process of erosion, whether it be the form
of wind or water, was the major land-shaping force.
The landscape of Wisconsin is the backdrop against
which this thesis project takes shape.
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28 The site I have chosen for this investigation is my
hometown, Plymouth, Wisconsin. I have chosen
this city not out of nostalgic considerations; rather,
as a supplement to my architecture education at
MIT. Throughout the course of my studies at MIT,
I have been exposed to much theory as it pertains
to larger urban centers around the globe-New
York City, Paris, Tokyo-to name a few. What I
I ii;L~
found, however, is that smaller, more rural
communities suffered from many of the same
challenges faced by larger cities, yet only at a
smaller scale. I set out on this investigation to
gain a greater understanding of my hometown as
a place that is dynamic and a product of its
environment. The ideas gleaned from this thesis
semester can hopefully be put to use throughout
the nation's rural regions.
Plymouth, like many other Wisconsin
communities, started as a stagecoach stop on an
Indian trail and wilderness road from Sheboygan
to the interior of the state. "Yankees" from New
England, Pennsylvania and the New York area first
settled here about 1845 because of the good water
supply from the nearby Mullet River. Shortly
afterward, Germans arrived, escaping the social
upheaval going on in Germany.
While Henry and Thomas Davidson named the
settlement Plymouth after Plymouth, Connecticut,
the locally-prominent Smith family had platted
the land closer to the Mullet River and called it
Quit Qui Oc, meaning "Crooked River." The State
Legislature changed the name Plymouth to Quit
Qui Oc in 1851, then one year later reversed itself,
renaming the entire settlement Plymouth. Division
Street is lasting evidence of the rivalry between
the two factions.
With the arrival of the Sheboygan and Mississippi
Railroad in 1859, and the Milwaukee and Northern
Railroad in 1871, Plymouth became a small railroad
center with an underlying and surrounding
agricultural economy. Situated almost in the exact
geographical center of the county, Plymouth is
also appropriately called the Hub City. To add to
the name wheel hubs were even produced here.
In 1867 Carl and John Schwartz and Fred
Thurmann built a hub and spoke factory on
Stafford Street, known as the Schwartz Company.
Plymouth was a convenient trading point for a
good-sized territory surrounding it, as well as a
considerable manufacturing seat. The starting up
of the local cheese factories in the 1860's and
1870's added to the agricultural base. When
Plymouth was incorporated in 1877, less than
1,000 people resided in the city. A building boom
from 1880 through 1910 gave the city many
quality buildings that have been maintained
through the years and represent a good cross
section of Plymouth's heritage. Today's population
is 7,093.
Fig. 12 Arial view of the city of Plymouth,
WI. The grid lines of the Jeffersonian
landscape, the railroad corridor and the flow
of the Mullet River can be seen from this
vantage point. The landscape appears (a i
collage of i ntersecting man-nade systes
and natural processes.
30 The contemporary condition in which Plymouth
finds itself is not unlike that of many cities its size
or in its location. The city is located only 50 min-
utes north of Milwaukee, 15 minutes west of
Shebogyan, and 1 hour south of Green Bay. This
location has allows Plymouth to expand and de-
velop as a central location fot the region, as well
as the county. Many working families now call
Plymouth home, yet they still get in their cars
and will drive the approximately 30 - 60 minutes
to one of the urban locations for work. The in-
creased need for entertainment, food and goods
to support a growing population has forced va-
cant land adjoining the city to be seen as prime
commercial development property. The city in
the most recent decade has seen the majority of
its expansion on the eastern boundaries in areas
that originally were used as farmland and pas-
ture. Housing developments also rival the size
and quantity of new construction in the city of
ma ns d countrsideLJC [ surrounding the city ofT Plymouth, WI. These forma tio
c n 1 l f IIrmln. Whe cut away, thU thin surface of the earth's crst reveals
Plymouth and its township. A true lack of homes
for new families has forced many who want to
locate to the area to build new homes. This build-
ing boom has also placed increasing pressure on
the vacant land that surrounds the city. No longer
is it possible to drive from the city to the country
side and find the extreme delineation of urban/
rural. The city now finds itself merging with the
countryside and vice versa. This expansion places
great demands on the infrastructure the city had
put in place in the previous three decades--sew-
age treatment, roads, schools, electricity distri-
bution and park lands. Much of the development
in the past decade has been of the status quo.
There is no regard for the natural processes that
exist currently in the landscape, such as riparian
waterways, creeks and watershed streams. Low-
lands, which orginally served as a natural filtra-
tion system for the environment, as regarded as
expendable and are often filled in.
The lower Mullet River meanders through the Wisconsin Landscape carrying with it pebbles, silt, and
earth from the surrounding countryside. Erosion is what formed this landscape; yet, to the contem-
porary observer, this process is all but hidden by the impounds that dot the river's course.

The City as Landscape
Site Narrative
The city of Plymouth presented itself to me in a
new light as I peered through the viewfinder of
my camera. The town in which I grew up was
now an object under my supervision. I walked
the city streets during the early morning hours
and felt the fresh dew soak the tips of my sneak-
ers. Late evening walks were hurried in order to
thwart the swarms of gnats biting at my ankles.
But what became evident during these walks,
clicks, pauses and peerings into places I had for-
gotten about from my childhood, were latent ideas
about the place I call home. The camera caught
many of the Rockwellian ideals that one thinks of
immediately when strolling through a small,
midwestern town. Well-kept yards, investment
in new capital, polished lanterns and a mirror-
surfaced river. But the camera also captured the
wrought surfaces, the decay, the neglect, aban-
donment and disinvestment.
The images I captured over that week's vacation
were not accidents of a novice's finger; rather,
they spoke of an innate sympathy for the emo-
tive contained in each image. Landscape inquiry
is fleeting, just like the emotions in the following
images. I needed a means to investigate this
place that would not lock me into definitive an-
swers--the camera allowed me to do just that.
The images on the following pages were presented
at the opening of my final thesis review. They are
intended to be evocative of ideas and not solely
an introduction to the physical characteristics of
this city. The narrative introduced the idea of a
place that is in discord with its natural surround-
ing and that turns a blind eye toward the natural
processes which have shaped it over the millen-
nia.
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46 Landscape Design Proposal
revealing landscape and natural processes
The landscape is a depository of natural processes
at work; our environment is shaped by the winds,
rains, erosion, sun and seasonal changes. The
topography of our environment is the product of
such forces over millions of years. However, it is
the condition of our times that these processes
are obfuscated from the contemporary observer
on account of development practices which are
governed by economic values that favor a con-
sumer-oriented society. We have thwarted, or
halted entirely, many processes with our irrespon-
sible development practices. The first design pro-
posal seeks to restore the prominence of the
natural environment by revealing the processes
that continue to shape it on a daily basis. This
"daylighting" of nature's processes is done so in
conjunction with various additional systems that
have made their mark on the land: the
Jeffersonian grid, railroad lines, or infrastructure
elements. The dominance of the automobile is
subverted and a scale shift is made that favors
the human being. Such a shift in scale will allow
the observer of the landscape to interact at a more
intimate level with the ongoing natural processes.
The landscape design proposes a system of bike/
recreation path that links together existing sys-
tems and locations throughout the rural landscape
and the city itself. At the rural scale, the
Fig. 13-15 Images of the Jeffersonian grid over the Midwestern landscape by Alex McLean. The
leffersonian grid is a man-made construct invented to sustain the division of land throughout the
western states. The grid is laid UpOn the land with a total lack of consideration for the existing
topography and underscores the thirst for attaining manifest destiny.
Fig. 16 Alex McLean's image of a Jeffersonian
6x6 township grid. Within the 36 square mile
grid, the one mile grids are number in accending
ordei from east to west and south to north. Such
aIn ordering system was necessary to make sense
of the vast territory under settlement in the 19th
c n(u itury.
Jeffersonian grid is revealed through the planting
of trees along the roadways. The gentle, rolling
hills of the area is made visible by the tree's
veritcality. The proposal calls for the entire 6x6
mile township grid to be planted with two rows of
trees. The inner most row of trees is planted
along the entire original grid. These trees would
be a diciduous variety that would lose their leaves
with the seasons, adding an additional temporal
layer to the design proposal. Placed next to the
first row of trees a bike/recreation path would serve
as an alternative to travel with the automobile.
The path serves to reveal the artificial nature of
the Jeffersonian grid by bringing to light the na-
ture in which the grid is placed without consider-
ation upon the natural topography. With this plant-
ing in place, a framework now exists throughout
the entire township to which future development
can relate. The design proposal takes the frame-
work concept one step further by adding a sec-
ond row of trees, this one of a coniferous variety,
that would only be planted up to Plymouth's city
limits. This row of trees reveals the expansion of
the city over time, much like the growth rings of a
tree that reveal the age and environmental con-
ditions over the tree's life. But most importantly,
this design proposal lays out a framework within
which future expansion can occur. The frame-
work of trees, paths and nodes is now an element
to which future development must relate in some
manner.
Two systems of paths are proposed in this thesis:
the rural system that relates to the Jeffersonian
grid and a system that relates to the railroad and
river. The railroad/river path follows the central
rail line through the city and connect an industrial
park on the northern edge of the city and a sew-
age treatment plant on the southern edge. As
one travels north along the gentle, straight railbed,
the route through the city is direct and deliber-
ate. After reaching the industrial park, the path
loops around and connects to the banks of the
Mullet River, which is a slow, and meandering path
that gently descends back to the sewage plant.
Such a path reveals the railroad system as it cuts
through the city and negotiates the natural to-
pography to some extent, while at the same time
revealing the natural course of the river's flow
through the Plymouth flats and valley. Many ad-
ditional systems of links and paths can be discov-
ered in the city and rural areas, but these two
serve to illustrate some of the possiblities.
The following pages show many of the concept
models and explorations that preceded the final
rural design proposal. The process of designing
this rural framework was one which was driven
by questioning and remaining inquisitive. It re-
mains to be said that this is is not a static pro-
posal that is meant to be dictated to a commu-
nity. It establishes a framework within which a
community's character is allowed to come to the
surface. It suggests a way of thinking that is
more in tune with the development of the land as
it occurred naturally before human intervention
scarred the earth. It suggests a more sustain-
able approach to development that seeks rela-
tionships among elements, rather than the pro-
lific isolation techniques that are in use currently.
At present, the relationships this proposal seeks
to reveal are hidden or dormant. These relation-
ships are only waiting to be brought to the front
of our consciousness so we may reveal and so-
lidify them in the future. Such a framework for
expansion is not restrictive; rather, it is optimistic
for future development in that it projects the com-
ing of future expansion and provides for a man-
ner to record such growth in relation to the natu-
ral environment around us.
5o Historical Maps
City of Plymouth, Wisconsin
The use of historical maps as primary research documents was critical in the beginning stages of the
thesis investigation. Sheboygan, County Plat books served as the primary source for historical maps
for the city of Plymouth. To have the ability to document the changes in the city over the past one
and a half centuries allowed me to visualize the progression of city boundaries and abstract potential
concepts from the observations. Initial city expansion was extremely regular and uniform. Not until
the mid twentieth century does Plymouth's expansion become more irregular and plastic. Such
growth patterns coincide with economic conditions of the period as the city's economy turns away
from an agriculture base to that of manufacturing. Additionally, primary research documents were
used to abstract the varied natural and man-made systems operating in the landscape.
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52 Compilation Map
This map is a com-
pilation of the pri-
mary historical
maps of Plymouth,
Wisconsin. The
compilation map
shows the progres- E
sive growth of the
city's limits from
1862-2001. The
city's expansion, in
the 19th century
through the first
half of the 20th
century, is
primarliy uniform
and regular. Ex-
pansion between
1941-2001 starts
to become more
irregular and plas-
tic as the city ex-
pands its commer-
cial districts.
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Jeffersonian Grid 53
The Jeffersonian
grid of the midwest
underscored the
disire of the period
to expand out of
the eastern urban
areas. The grid
made such expan-
sion possible as a
system that indi-
cated how land
was to be subdi-
vided. The grid
overrides all topog-
raphy and relation
to the land to be-
come an ubiqui-
tous imposition,
one that tames
nature in the pro-
cess. This idea is
contrasts with the
New England
mythical view of
nature.
54 Railroad System
The movement of
goods and services
necessitated the
development of
the midwestern
system of rail-
roads. As a sys-
tem laid upon the
midwestern land-
scape, it sought
the most economi-
cal and pragmatic
orientation
through the land-
scape. At times
the rails followed
the north-south,
east-west axis of
the grid, yet at
times it deviated to
follow the more or-
ganic ordering of
the natural land-
scape.
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Water Systems 55
Plymouth lies in
the outwash region
of the Wisconsin
glacier and the to-
pography, with its
gently rolling hills
and rounded val-
leys, is a physical
reminder of the
earth's former
forces. The Mullet
river has shaped
the landscape as it
meanders, serving
as a tangible re-
minder of erosion's
impact on creating
Plymouth's current
topography. This
natural process is
stymied along the
river's course
through dams and
impoundments.
i
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56 Integrating and revealing Landscape
The information taken from the previous map
studies was integrated into a landscape proposal
for the rural scale. This proposal attempted to
integrate the industrial areas of the city, recre-
ation centers, the railroad line, and the develop-
ing strip commercial zone with a interconnecting
bike path loop. Connections to existing and pro-
posed residential development were also consid-
ered. The concept underlying this iteration gave
recognition to the scale and speed of the human
and not that of the automobile by allowing the
path systems to dominate at connection nodes in
key intersections. This model was an exploration
of the possibilities latent in the site. This explora-
tion eventually led to the creation of the grid path
system at the rural scale and the bike loop that
continued on the railroad and river bank.
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Issues surrounding the expansion of the city in
the direction of the commercial zone became more
apparent after the completion of this model. Sev-
eral factors influenced the direction of expansion,
the most important being the large land holdings
of one individual did not allow for the city to ex-
pand to the west. Also, the presence of large,
corporate retailers is drawing local business to the
eastern edge of town. Ideas started to emerge
regarding the possiblity of an architectural inter-
vention at the eastern edge of the city as well as
at the central core. Additionally, sites of local in-
frastructure were examined. At this point in the
thesis project, the lack of a final building program
was not of major concern, since the exploration of
the site and its characteristics still needed to de-
velop. The did exist, however, the desire to have
the project develop with a strong underlying peda-
gogy which could influence all future design deci-
sions.
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58 Final Landscape Design Proposal
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The final landscape design proposal becomes a 59
further integration of the previous landscape ex-
plorations. In the final proposal, the Jeffersonian
grid is planted with two rows of trees. The first,
inner most row, is planted over the entire 6x6
mile township grid. The motivation for this de-
sign move is to reveal the artificial nature of the
grid itself, while simultaneously revealing the
gentle undulations of the topography. The artifi-
cial construct that is the grid is revealed in the
day-to-day movement throughout the landscape
since a bike/recreation trail runs parallel to the
row of trees. The effect this design move is to
make tangilble the arbitrary nature of this man-
made intervention. Imagine riding your bike on
such a trail system and having to make a 90 de-
gree turn in the middle of a field. The turn has no
correlation to the landscape, the topography or
the direction in which you are traveling. A sec-
ond row of trees is proposed along the bike path
that would extend only to the outer reaches of
the city limits. As the city expands, so too will
the outer row of trees.
An intersection on the of the Jeffersonian arid.
Bike path and rows of trees establish a frame-
work for future city expansiron.
60 An urban bike/recreation trail is proposed
to run the length of the railroad corridor
through the city and loop around an indus-
trial park at the northern limits. After loop-
ing around the industrial area, the path
would follow the river's edge to the south,
allowing the observer to look back at the
city with the water in between. The topog-
raphy at this point is descending along the
river's course. At the southern limits of the
city, the bike path loops around the munici-
pal water/sewage treatment plant and then
joins the railroad corridor and heads north
again. The integration of several systems-
-the railroad, the industrial park, the river's
course and the infrastructure of the sew-
age plant--become tangible to the observer
throughout the path's duration. Such a path
is one of many variation which could link
infrastructure and natural processes
throughout the city.
ILdstral park
water/sewage treatment pLint
looping bike/recreaon path
Un/expected junctures
To reveal the many environmental and man-made
systems within the landscape means there will
appear unexpected junctions where none were
previously thought to exist. This portion of the
final landscape model demonstrates how the in-
tersection of the grid, riparian waterways and the
bike path create a confluence of systems previ-
ously hidden to the contemporary observer. The
design proposal suggests that the riparian water-
way be planted with a seasonal shrub variety which
would flow under the grid and bike path, thus
allowing the nature of each system to reveal itself
in a more temporal manner.
lower mullet river
Jeffersonian grid with trees
riParian wetland
bike path
railroad
Revealing landscape to the contemporary observer
can take many forms beyond those described here.
The portion of the model shown above is rich with
unexpected intersections, topography shifts,
progammatic possiblities and temporal under-
standing that relate to natural processes. Re-
Inte ties ct or i r
road, bDk path an infrastuc
ture
vealing such systems and their underlying char-
acteristics is the responsibility of the designer.
The designer must engage the natural and man-
made systems at work in the landscape in order
to establish relationships between the land and
built form.
Jeffersonian grd before tree planting
Computer renderings demonstrate the possible
effect of planting the Jeffersonian grid with trees.
The gentle rise and fall of the landscaoe is made
more visible through the vertical characteristics
of the trees. The wide expanse of sky becomes
framed and an observer's eye is drawn to the
earth's dome. Sky is revealed in a manner that
Possible effect after planting trees along the
Jeffersonian grid
relates to the nature of the region. In the winter
months, the diciduous trees will lose their leaves
and the sky will once more be an expanse of broad
blue. The temporal qualities of the design pro-
posal relate to the temporal season changes of
the region: winter, spring, summer, autumn.
64 A search for Site:
establishirig a framework for expansion
The search for specific site for an architectural
intervention started to take form with the analy-
sis of the hydrology in the Plymouth township. A
number of intersecting factors lead me to the east
side of Plymouth; namely, the fact that the to-
pography is at its lowest point in this area and
that most of the commercial and residential ex-
pansion takes place here. With the expansion of
the city into this area, there is an increase of non-
porous surfacing in the form of parking lots and
building foot prints. Stormwater runoff from park-
ing lots is a great contributor to non-source point
pollution in our nation's waterways, specifically
that runoff which comes from parking lots in strip
malls. Additionally, the fact that a proposed Wal-
Mart shopping complex was on the boards for this
area, lead me to choose Section 9 for my archi-
tectural intervention. Section 9 is a 1 square mile
that is border on the north and east by two major
state highways. Originally farmland used for sea-
sonal crops, Section 9 has been zoned in recent
masterplans for general business and office com-
PlyImouth township secion map. Section 9 Is the
proposed construction site for theWa-rtS
p)er Store de"velopmnt
Wal-Mart site
watershed
streams-
wetlands-
Diagramn llustrat-
ing confluence of
66 plexes. A smaller portion of the site has been
zoned for single residential. Bisecting the site on
an oblique is a small, unnamed stream that feeds
into the low, wetlands at this side of the city.
9 -I pl a Ivv i t bioswaI e framevvork
C pt n i. Orgina -ISi/ 10 " x 10"
Just as the Jeffersonian grid planted with trees
and programmed as a bike path created a re-
gional framework for future expansion, there also
existed the need to create a framework for devel-
opment at the section scale. Since this area is
slated for future commercial and residential de-
velopment, there exists the need to establish
guiding principles on the site before any future
development occurs. The section design proposal
establishes a framework of riparian and pasture
bioswales that relates to the natural topography
of the land, into which the Wal-Mart complex and
any future development seat themselves. The
goal is to allow for future development, yet at the
same time requiring architectural and planning
responsiblity for the area. The long range goal
would be to establish relationships between land,
processes and buildings, which would be in con-
trast to isolated developments that only relate to
themselves. The orginal scheme called for
rectalinear bioswales, but subsequent interations
developed these features into more organic and
flowing forms that relate to the natural topogra-
phy. The temporal qualities of these bioswales is
accentuated by the mowing of seasonal grasses
or the presence of grazing cows from local farms.
Section 9 Design Propsal
bounding highways
proposed framework of
biosvales
niarian/Vatershed strean
proposed residential deve
opnent
Wa' Mart
bike/recreatlon tra
c0 1 Ter Mca zone
ect ion 9 design pronosal concept model. First iteration of desns to
ac dress establishina o framework fittr expansion n this area of the tv.
68 "Big Box" Typologies: Wal-Mart
For over thirty years the retail environment for
small rural communities has been undergoing fun-
damental restructuring. With the advent of re-
gional shopping malls in larger urban hubs and
the proliferation of mass discounters, the tradi-
tional downtown merchant has seen significant
change in the rules of the game. One company
that has expanded into smaller communities and
become synonymous with these changes is Wal-
Mart. The following is a partial list of "big box"
retailer characteristics. In relation to the thesis
project, I was aware of the typologies used for
such developements in order to justify specific
design intentions that relate to the pragmatics of
such a project.
Sze. typically occupy more that 50,000 square feet
with common ranges between 90,000 -200,000 square
feet or more.
Locat/on: they are located near interstate and high-
way exits or interchanges. Big box retailers typically
locate on the edge of town which draws business away
from the central business core.
Access: reliance on auto-borne shoppers. They are
not located in pedestrian or bicycle friendly areas. A
110,000 square foot shopping center can generate up
to 946 car trips per day and up to 9,710 trips per year.
Parking: Big Boxes are designed with massive parking
lots which are intended to accommodate only the car.
Parking needs are calculated typically at 4.8 parking
spots for each 1000 square feet of store floor area.
Design: the same store design is uniformly used at
multiple locations. Large, windowless, rectangular,
single-story buildings. Standardized facades. Profound
planning impacts on the character of the community.
Duraton: the average big box retailer only stays in a
location for 10-20 years. Nationally, there are more
than 300 empty Wal-Marts. Of the five billion square
feet of retail space in the U.S., 1/2 billion sits empty.
This is equal to 11,000 football fields.
Construction: typical construction is steel-frame and
trusses, which is supported on concrete cinder block,
bearing walls. Construction typically is fast track with
site infrastructure improvements being paid for by the
host community (New Rochelle Studies).
Plymouth's Wal-Mart: 155,500 square feet
748 parking stalls
69
Asphalt parking lots with no shade Plymouth, WI.
"Big" Kmart signage, Plymouth, W.
12
Fig. 23 Typ( a' Wal-Mar depaIment auniVaicant SentLr~y Foods bulding, Plymout1, WL.
70 Site Organization Concept Models
merging Wa/-Mat and D/VR stormwater runoff management
The initial investigation on the site, Section 9 of
the Plymouth township, was accomplished through
the production of a series of conceptual spatial
models. Concept models no. 1-3 established the
direction of the investigation in terms of spatial
and organizational concepts. The subsequent
models, no. 4-6, expounded upon the ideas and
brought them into a language and architectural
form. The overriding concept for a new Wal-Mart
proposal was to work in conjunction with the site's
natural topography in order to site the complex in
relation to existing natural processes. There ex-
ists a 30' differential between the highest point
on the site and the placement of the Wal-Mart.
This grade change allows for subsequent propos-
als to place a majority of the parking on the Wal-
Mart's roof and allows for stormwater runoff to
occur naturally on the site.
The major concept derived from the models was
the establishment of a main axis that would be
inserted into the Wal-Mart complex. A balance
between utopian ideals for what a Wal-Mart should
and could be and construction and retail prag-
matics was considered throughout the entire de-
sign process. What the spine concept allowed for
was the insertion of a new programmatic element
into an existing structure with the most minimum
of interruptions. Wal-Mart would be allowed to
exist in the same architectural form it has estab-
lished throughout time and new insertions would
be allowed to attach themselves in an almost para-
sitic manner. Additionally, the movement of the
parking lot landscape to the edge of the building
supports this balance as well. In the concept mod-
els, this idea comes out in the final iteration in
which there is a movement of the landscape, or
the natural, up to the built and man-made. There
is an absence of reverence for the landscape in
that it is considered a plastic and malleable mate-
rial that can be shaped to respond to human needs.
Considering the fact that this area was originally
farmland, it was plowed and planted season after
season; therefore, one could say the contempo-
rary landscape is actually a product of human in-
tervention, and a lack of nostalgia is fitting for the
direction of the design intervention.
Concept models
Spatial concept models, orginal size 8.5" x 8.5", colored pencil on chipboard with sandpaper, basswood, string
and chipboard reliefs.
This series of three concept models explored the
relationship between a strong, spine-like center
and with peripheral elements clustered along the
axis. The last in the series strays a bit from this
idea in that the strong axis is replaced with a
large, overarching gesture that contains the vari-
ous elements in a field. There is a strong desire
to create a composition from all the elements,
one that is balances and creates a greater whole
from the sum of its parts. Subsets of elements
would start to create pockets of space within the
composition so that space could be seen as nest-
ing within the whole. This idea the of nesting
spatial scales can also be seen in the gestures for
creating the framework for Section 9 through the
bioswales. Additionally, there exisits in the third
model an idea that the space of the exterior can
be brought into the interior space of the composi-
tion. This idea eventually led to a subsequent
model that looks at the venacular barnyard as a
type of organizational strategy in plan as well as
in section.
Concept Mode/ No. 4
Concept model no. 4 takes the
previous studies and incorporates
them into a tight architectural
organziation. The grey elements
represent programmatic consid-
erations for "big box" retail. The
idea is to creat a central frame-
work of infrastructure, such as
parking and circulation, into
which future development can
attach itself. An overarching
move allows the peripheral DNR
complex to reach out to the river
and the adjoining bike/recreation
path that moves throughout the
landscape. The location of the
form is in the approximate site
for the proposed Wal-Mart com-
plex, yet the axis is turned from
the north-south 20 degrees to
remain perpendicular to the
stream and not the grid.
Orginal size 8.5" x 8.5"
Concept Model No. 5
Concept model no. 5 seeks to use
a local venacular building type,
the barnyard, as an organiza-
tional structure for the DNR com-
plex that is attached to the Wal-
Mart. The barnyard, in plan and
section, serves as the generat-
ing typology that seeks to use the
familiar from local building
typologies. This composition rep-
resents an actual farmyard in the
Plymouth locale. The larger ele-
ments represent the farmhouse,
barns and utility storage sheds.
Imbedded in this typology are
ideas of accretion and how
smaller, less significant structures
can be added to the larger to cre-
ate smaller pockets of space
within the whole. This space is
organized in such a way that it
"reaches out" to pull space from
the exterior into the composition's
interior.
Orginal size 8.5" x 8.5"
Concept Model No. 6
Concept model no. 6 represents
the compilation all the previous
ideas--strong axis, spatial
typologies--with the the Wal-Mart
structure. The Wal-Mart is
treated as a field into which the
DNR complex can be inserted.
Almost as a thin, long spine that
becomes imbedded in the larger
field of the box. This is the first
time in the investigation that the
Wal-Mart's parking is moved to
the roof of the structure via a
berm in the landscape. The junc-
tion between the landscape and
the Wal-Mart becomes a critical
issue. The DNR facility extends
beyond the big box to engage the
landscape. The main circulation
movement is along a central
spine that weaves in and out of
the landscape to capture space
and pull it to the interior of the
complex.
Orginal size 10" x 10"
76 Process Sketch Models & Drawings
Program: The program for the ensuing design
project became a combination of several elements
already existing in the Plymouth area. The Wal-
Mart complex became primary focus for the de-
sign project in terms of its size. The projected
square footage for the Wal-Mart is 155,500 square
feet with a parking lot that will accommodate 748
parking spaces. In terms of the vulnerability the
environment faced in regard to stormwater run-
Process sketches: determining access road place
of DNR advocacy facility.
off, I decided the program for the project would
revolve around stormwater runoff and its man-
agement in relation to the Wal-Mart store. The
ensuing program would now contain a Wal-Mart
store, facilities for managing a filtration system
and and education/research center. It was de-
cided that the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) would be engaged in the pro-
cess of water filtration/management and research.
mrent, parking lot size and placement, and location
access road
bioswales
secondary parking
lot
primary parking on
roof structure of the
Wal-Mart
filtration facility/
offices/research/
skating pavillion
storage ponds
watershed stream
Process sketc a of site plan for the Wal -Mart/DNR vater resear ch fac ity
78 The use of the bamyard typology was furthered
through the fabrication of various sketch models.
The concept of the building capturing and engag-
ing space was furthered by allowing Wal-Mart of-
fices to clip to the side of the retail structure and
then reaching out to a linear sequence of DNR
offices, reception center, research laboratory, sci-
entist offices and skating pavillion. The idea of
the complex serving more that one use during
the year came about through the addition of the
ice skating program. In the winter months, when
the stormwater holding ponds could be flooded,
visitors to the Wal-Mart could drop their children
off for skating while the parents shop. The at-
traction of such a program and facility is found in
the multiple ways in which it can be used through-
out the year.
Process m-od'els showingj the developmet of tn
DNR adivocacy cete n oW
complex. Tnis mod e focuse nc
tral nod(e a-t Whic Wal Matmlyesad DNR
reseacherscoul enconterOne nohe
Wal-Mart complex
interior catwalk
Wal-Mart offices/breakroom
cistems/filtration for water
from the roof parking area
water collection canal
DNR advocacy facility
maintenance shed
board walk to monitoring
station at water's edge
Process sketch model showing the ap xir Ima
layout of the DNR facility in relation to the \Wal
lart offices. I attempted to create a bac
"composition" from all the programnmat el-
ments so that all the individual pieces worked
together to create a whole.
Original scale: 1/16"= 1' - 0"
T,
Process sketch model
Original scale: 1/16" =-z' - 0"

82 Stormwater Runoff Systems
The idea of designing a system to manage
stormwater runoff is a bit misleading, since
stormwater is not a mechanical system. It is an
environmental process. It joins atmospheric con-
ditions, soil types, plant life and water move-
ment in sustaining landscapes. In all landscapes
the falling of rain, the blowing wind and the shin-
di ~ j
hrunthe eaIrth and1c atmosph erte.
1 1' L diruL cons;c erabl)y by nmn's ck(e
ing of the sun are the fundamental beginnings of
all life. When left undisturbed, soil and vegeta-
tion evolve to absorb rain and make it part of the
living ecosystem. By accepting and absorbing
rainfall, the native environment maintains its equi-
librium and its health. In streams, base flow re-
flects the gradual discharge of water that soaked
inot the subsurface and was held in the extensive
periods between storms. In contrast, direct run-
off originates on impervious surfaces and satu-
rated soils. Direct runoff can be seen in the rise
of streams during storms and in the sheets and
rivulets of surface runoff all over developed ur-
ban sites far above the springs that supply base
flow to seaonal and perennial streams. However,
urban development has been changing the natu-
ral hydrolic cycle. Impervious pavements are
collection pans that concentrate runoff and all the
pollutants that accumulate on them, and propel
everything immediately into streams without
treatment. The goal of this design project, how-
ever, is to design a syste that mitigates the rela-
tionship between the natural processes of a site
and the man-made interventions constructed on
1*.. ~ctmamed strae
slower velocity of Dctmator
slowr, mom passivwat.er filtration
Win pirkI23.
mx C omafmtd stoznmtr
-highmt Velocity of scomiter
- b*er, mv actI% wae filtrAt~im
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84 Stormwater runoff management
We are obligated to restore the mechanisms of
the earth's self-maintaining balance. Runoff must
be moderated, treated, and returned to its re-
storative path in the soil. To a large degree, it is
possible to do so. Restoring environmental bal-
ance need not digress into clever mechanical
plumbing or disruptively huge public works. It is
a function, fundamentally, of how cities are built
47iqp(~ -
and used and the ways materials, earth forms,
and plantings are used every day. Stormwater
management, like quality of human life, is influ-
enced by, and influences in return, every detail of
a site. It begins with an understanding of place.
Every roof, pavement, channel and basin is lo-
cated in the midst of a living community. While
we protect the bio-physical environment, we must
n pera wi(]-s ccl-rnp(-Ared to non'porou,,-
live in humane and prosperous cit-
ies. Those who propose to aid ur-
ban development must be aware
of human and natural ecology, so
they can perceive the forms and
processes of a place and call them
forth to make the land whole.
The image to the right lays out a
framework of bioswales which
would be constructed in Section 9
before any development begins.
The bioswales are designed to es-
tablish a relationship between the
natural watershed processes that
are already occurring on the site
and any future development. The
plasticity of the site is maintained
throught the construction of the
bioswales, much like the yearly
plowing and planting which occurs
there currently. The bioswales
serve as a link to the past--farm- 0
ing and grazing areas--and to the
future by their acknowledgement
of future expansion on this site. Franwwok of Bioswales
86 Stormwater runoff management
hijgh water velocity/igh water contameIation
The main parking area on the roof of
the Wal-Mart is sheds its water later-
ally to the edges of the building. At
the edge, scuppers collect the water
and channel it into gutters. The gut-
ters run the building's entire perim-
eter and are designed to channel the
contaminated stormwater to two
points at either end of the building.
Here the heavy sediments are al-
lowed to fall settle to the bottom of
the cisterns. The stormwater is then
mechanically filtered and maintained
in the holding ponds for 14-21 days.
The ponds are shallow, approximately
18"-24" deep, which allows the sun-
light to reach the bottom of the ponds
to dissolve any remaining impurities
in the water. After the containment
period, the water is allowed to cas-
cade through a series of wetland gar-
dens and out to the watershed
stream.
Storm water runoff management 87
lower water velocity/lower water contaminaton
Over flow parking is located to the
north west of the Wal-Mart roof and
is designed to accommodate a lower
velocity of stormwater collection and
filtration. Since this area is not used
as heavily for parking as compared
to the Wal-Mart roof, the water is
contaminated with fewer impurities.
The filtration system, therefore, al-
lows for more passive and natural fil-
tration through the use of bioswales
located between the parking circula-
tion corridors. Water flows from the
parking surface to main collection
points, where it is then channeled to
sediment separators. After the sedi-
ment is removed, the water flows
under the access road into wetland
holding ponds where the water is al-
lowed to slowly infiltrate back into the
ground water. Any overflow that oc-
curs during heavy rains can then flow
back into the network of bioswales.
88 Stormwater runoff management
bioswa/e constructon
Stormwater runoff management systems are able
to reduce the amount of contaminants in
stormwater by as much as 85 percent. A variety
of constituents ar found in stormwater runoff, all
of which come from sources which are difficult to
pinpoint. Stormwater contaminants are prima-
rily made up of the following: sediment from
river banks, organic compounds, nutrients from
decomposing matter, trace metals, chloride, bac-
teria, and oil. Hardly seven percent of the land in
Ar he Wa -M pak
/Cascad/ng watergardens: the spirit behind the stormwater garden is that it removes runoff from the
shadowy realm of catch basins and pipes and renders it visible component of the landscape-and, by
seeing it, we may begin to better understand stormwater's place in the urban ecosystem.
the United States is classified as urban, but this is
where 74 percent of the people live. The live
among the most degraded streams in the coun-
try--and runoff problems are only one symptom
of urban sprawl.
As water flows through vegetated swales, its qual-
ity is affected to some degree. Unlike smooth,
impervious gutters, pipes, and channels, vegetated
swales store runoff while conveying it at low ve-
locity and provide a large surface area in contact
with vegetation and sold for biophysical treatment
and infiltration. Capturing runoff in vegetated
swales at all the sources of runoff in a develop-
ment site uses the full capacity of the site's veg-
etation and soil for treatment and infiltration. It
reduces the need for downstream reservoirs, which
would disturb preexisting riparian zones and cost
tens of thousands of dollars.
The bioswales proposed on the site are designed
to allow water time to infiltrate back into the soil
to complete the hydrologic cycle naturally and
entirely. Additionally, such bioswales can serve
the function as wildlife corridors and circulation
routes (Ferguson 123).
90 Final design: site plan
Wa/-Mart and Wisconsin D/R water treatment advocacy center
Wal-Mart access road
stormwater wetlands
secondary parking area
roof top parking & drop off
holding ponds/ice skating
ice skating pavillion
watershed monitoring site
Section 9 site plan orginal scale: 1:400
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92 Final design: floor plan
Wa/-Matt and Wisconsin DNR water treatment advocacy center
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94 Final design: sections
Wa/-Mat and WisconsIn DNR water treatment advocacy center
SECTION AA
Secllon /ookiwg west through Wa/-Malot and D/VR water treatmnent faci/ityOngia/ ca/e4- 16" = 1 '- 0"
2~
SECTION 88
SCALE: /i6 -1 -O'
Ong7//- sca/e: 1 16" = 1' - 0" Section through entan7ce node to Wa/-Mart offices and D/R water treatment Aci/ity
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96 Final Design: 1/16" model
Wa/-Matt and Wisconsin DNR water treatment advocacy center
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98 Wal-Mart Facade Study
The facade study incoporated the necessary ele- tems at either end of the building. A translucent
ments for the collection and removal of stormwater scrim encircles the parking deck and serves to
from the roof parking area. Scuppers and a gut- catch the headlights of cars at night, while shield-
ter system are applied to the perimeter of the ing vistors from wind during the winter months.
Wal-Mart in order to carry water to filtration cis- The scrim can also be used to catch water.
Ais made to alter the facade of the Wal-
box Jh the addition of a clerestor-y to
au natura liht Into the shopping areas.
namodef scale1/" - 0"_:1/4'-1 '
K~ A((' K LLJy
100 Appendix I:
Reading & Telling Landscape: Photography as Inquiry
Professor Anne Whiston Spirn
ur: architecture.mit. edu/cass//andphoto
This course and my thesis project continuously
informed one another throughout the thesis se-
mester. At times, observations from visits to my
site for the landscape class would expose ideas
that were obscured or lay dormant in my thesis
project. Both investigations--my thesis project
and this class--were about making observations
in the landscape and how design could relate to
those observations. Throughout the semester
ideas that lay dormant in my mind started to
emerge through the lense of the camera. The
appearance of images that pertained to infrastruc-
ture, its design and its maintenance start to re-
veal the nature of my thoughts regarding the in-
tersection of public infrastructure and landscape.
Such images are also telling of the people who
use, travel through and settle in such landscapes,
for they leave remnants behind which give in-
sight into personalities, values and desires.
This class was also about narrative; it was about
how to communicate a story once the characters
and images have been revealed. It was a class
about searching and acting upon one's own ob-
sessions in order to fully understand how and why
one makes specific design decisions. It was a
class that allowed for the subjective to reveal it-
self so that it could be used to inform the objec-
tive. The images in the following narrative are all
taken along the length of the Cambridge/
Somerville recreation path that extends east of
Davis Square to the Alewife T station. Taken over
the period of a semester, the images start to give
the observer an understanding of what natural
and man-made processes are occurring at this
location within a dense urban setting. Man and
nature collide, co-habitate and struggle for su-
premacy along this narrow island of land, tucked
behind homes and businesses.
7 don't consider myself a stoytel/er. But if7 reach into my coat 101
pockets, I'm likely to find scraps of notes, a ticket stub from a
concert, A TM statements, bibliographic references..., phone numbers,
a map fivm a spnng field trp, a frayed napkin-each piece an
unlikely memento recalling a tme, an event, or a place.. .Fm the
partal anthology, edited as much by chance as by intention, I can
begin to construct the various narratives that cohere around this life."
Journal entry, March 17, 1996, M. Potteiger
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Appendix II:
Final Presentation Boards
F1/a/ presentaton board:
Site: P/ymouth, IisconsI1
115
Fioa/ prcL5o/tot/liu Iboc7lrc/
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$1":. Typically occupy more than 50,000 square fast. with common ranges
between 90,000 - 200,000 quare feet o more.
Locatits They are located near interstate and highway exits or inter
changes.
Big box retailers typically locate on the edge of town which
draws business away from the central business district.
Ao0 t o o Reliance on auto-borne shoppers.
They ore not located in pedestrian or bicycle friendly areas.
A 110.000 square toot shopping center can generate up to 946 car
trips per day and up to 9,710 trips per year.
Parkingr Big Boxes are designed with massive parking lots, which are in
tended to accommodate only the car
Parking needs are calculated typically at 4.6 parking spots for
each 1,000 square foot of store floor area. Plymouth's Wal-Mart
is 155.00 square feet. which demands 748 parking spots.
Designs The same store design in uniformly used at attiple locations,
Large, windowless, retanular, single-story buildings. Standardi.ed facade.
Profound planning impacts on the character of a community.
Durationt The average big box retailer only stays in a location for 10-20
yeais.
Nationally, there at more than 300 empty Wal-Mart.
Of the five billion square feet of retail apac in the U.S.. 1/2
billion tite empty. This is equal to 11.000 football fields.
Constructions Typical construction is steel-frame and trusses, which is sup
ported on concrete cinder block, hearing walls. Construction typi
cally is fast track with sit* infrastructure improvements being
paid for by the host commnity.
F/ra/ pl esentation boad,
"Big Box" Typo/ogies
Pow-"
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FI/?a/ ,o/ese/lta//O/7 L~oard:
Sto//n8 dt&/ RLI/?Oft Alar,'aqoinent Svs~tef7?
118 Reflections
The need to reconsider the role public and private infrastructure play in shaping our environments is
more salient than ever before. For the most part, infrastructure's role is to modify, control or gain
energy from some natural process that takes place in the landscape. The harvesting of water and
wind gives us electricity. The control of sewage and waste water allows us to live in sanitary conditions.
The prevalence of infrastructure in our day-to-day routines is staggering-much of it we just take for
granted and is invisible to our eyes. This thesis posited, however, that the contrary should occur.
Infrastructure must take a dominant role in shaping the way we live and interact in our environments.
In doing so, the role of infrastructure will be elevated to a level that was present in earlier times.
Additionally, "daylighting" infrastructure allows our relationship with the natural environment to
become more tangible. To understand how we interact with our natural environment can be one of
the greatest lessons our infrastructure can teach to all generations, for how we relate to the land
reveals the values and morals we as a society hold.
This thesis semester has been enlightening to me at a design level, but more importantly at a level
that has raised my awareness of the social responsibilities designers and architects have toward
society. This exploration as been an inroad to a field of study that I wish to pursue in my career as
an architect. The ability to enter my initial studies of this topic in such a profound manner leaves me
to believe this field will offer more rewarding and challenging design problems to be faced. The
relation we humans seek to establish with our natural environment is one that can not be taken
lightly, especially in our current state of environmental affairs. As an architect the responsibility I
hold is two-fold-one to my fellow man and the other to the environment which allows me to sustain
life.
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